Updates in the Neuoroimaging and WHO Classification of Primary CNS Gliomas: A Review of Current Terminology, Diagnosis, and Clinical Relevance From a Radiologic Prospective.
As new advances in the genomics and imaging of CNS tumors continues to evolve, a standardized system for classification is increasingly essential to diagnosis and management. The molecular markers introduced in the 2016 WHO classification of CNS tumors bring both practical and conceptual advances to the characterization of gliomas, strengthening the prognostic and predictive value of terminology while shedding light on the underlying mechanisms that drive biologic behavior. The purpose of this article is to provide a succinct overview of primary intracranial gliomas from a neuroradiologic prospective and according to the 5th edition WHO classification that was revised in 2016. An update of the molecular markers pertinent to defining the major lineages of brain gliomas will be provided, followed by discussion of the terminology, grading and imaging features associated with individual entities. Neuroradiologists should be aware of the key genomic and radiomic features of common brain gliomas, and familiar with an integrated approach to their diagnosis and grading.